Résumé. 2014 
1. Introduction. -Let us consider the propagation of an acoustic wave packet (or more generally of directive acoustic noise) through an homogeneous fluid. Assuming first that linearized hydrqdynamics is available, and considering short enough propagation length (i.e. short compared to the damping length of the sound modes), the acoustic noise is stationary. The fluid supporting this noise may therefore be described by adding to the usual equilibrium variables the energy density e and the average unit director k (vector) 0 -k k of the wave packet. Our purpose II 1 in this paper is to investigate what is going on when one perturbes the above stationary state. We show that the perturbation may be described in general by a state vector B' whose components are macroscopic variables { e', P', p', J'} (p' and J' being the mass and momentum density associated with the perturbation) which obey a set of coupled kinetic equations. The evolution of the acoustic wave packet therefore does not proceed as in standard geometrical acoustics where the propagation takes place into a given inhomogeneous fluid : the perturbation of the enveloppe (e, fol) modifies the medium's parameters (p, J) ; in tum the perturbation of (p, J) modifies the propagation of the wave packet. Another way of looking at this problem is to say that we study the (where we retain only the dominant contribution with respect to the resonant factor (À -cos 0)-'). Eq. (29) shows that the momentum density J' of the macroscopic perturbation lies in the (Pô. B') plane. We shall therefore use the following geometry (Fig. 1) 
